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KROMA A/S Participates In Seafood Processing Global In Brussels 2016 

Supplier of Fully Customized Fish-processing Equipment Experiences Success 

 

 

KROMA A/S, a leading Danish supplier of fish-processing equipment, participates again in the Seafood 

Processing Global exhibition in Brussels, and display highly technological improvements on their 

GUTMASTER 1200 with the add-on – the BRINEMASTER, and the FILETMASTER 180, along with the in-

line HEADMASTER. 

The company has participated several times in SPG and has proved its audience many times that 

innovation leads to success.  

At this global event, KROMA A/S is now showing how 

the enhancement and injecting of whole fish is 

possible together with their well-known gutting and 

filleting principles. The main species the company 

covers are: Trout, Mackerel, Sea bass, Sea bream, 

Tilapia and Salmon. 

The KROMA GUTMASTER 1200 is famed with its 16-

step system, broad working range, precise cut and 

thorough cleaning of the fish. The product itself 

enables operators to adjust the range of fish to be 

gutted through the display on the machine.  

The GUTMASTER 1200, with the built-in 

BRINEMASTER, is now making the enhancing of 

the whole fish possible. Needles are mounted in 

the GUTMASTER 1200 and after the fish is 

cleaned, the needles gently penetrate the inside 

surface of the fish and inject it directly in the 

meat, leaving no needle marks on the skin. 



The KROMA FILETMASTER 180, along with  the KROMA HEADMASTER is the ultimate filleting line for 

both standard and butterfly fillets and operates with a capacity of up to 180 fish per minute. The 

HEADMASTER provides precise diagonal head cut and a second knife takes care of the tail of the fish, 

giving maximum yield. 

In both machines there is water stream which washes out blood and slime during production and makes 

the trimming easier afterwards. 

About KROMA A/S: KROMA A/S is an internationally-based manufacturer of fish-processing equipment 

with headquarters in Denmark. The company operates globally on the B2B market with solutions for 

both fresh and saltwater fish species. Being in the industry for more than 40 years, KROMA A/S has 

evolved into a leading supplier of fish-processing equipment, with customers all over the world. 

 

More about KROMA A/S at: www.kroma.dk 
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